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KIDS LOVE I-95 - Your Family Travel Guide to I-95. 500 Kid-Tested Fun Stops & Unique Spots from

the Mid-Atlantic to Miami. Welcome to Side-Tripping with Kids - a New Way to Travel Quick Stops

along I-95. SideTrips!: travel just minutes off the interstate to learn of hidden messages and historic

secrets. Fly in Space and see priceless national treasures. Escape rooms full of bugs, enchanted

gardens, explosive museums, pirate ships, and haunted lighthouses & forts. See George

Washington's teeth, experience a Civil War battle, and find the elusive Fountain of Youth. We'll tell

you exactly how to find unique landmarks and favorite pit stops, too. Make spontaneous or planned

sidetrips and get to know your favorite destinations better! All on a tight budget of time and money.
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First, this book should be called "Your guide to I-95" instead of "Kids love I-95". I was expecting a

book with a ton of fun, interesting and unusual spots to stop with the kids (museums, parks, kid

friendly restaurants, playgrounds, etc.). This book has a TON of historical museums and sites. Not

the light-hearted fun travel book I hoped for my preschoolers. They do include amusement parks,

but it's minimal in comparison to historical info. For example, in Virginia they list 35 historical sites /

museums and only 2 restaurants. I found more fun things for young kids on blogs.Second, many

maps throughout are blurry to the point where I can't read them. Obviously not helpful. Picture

attached.

I bought this in as an electronic book for my Kindle during a road trip to FL. The pages are not



formatted for electronic devices and sides of the pages were cut off, rendering this book useless.

Great idea and is probably awesome in paperback format.

Helpful guide for our two week summer vacation driving from NY to FL. We found a few gems that

the kids really liked.

We are on our way back to Connecticut after traveling all the way to the Florida Keys with our three

children over two weeks having used this guide as well as Kids Love Florida. I stumbled across this

book at the library and found myself taking so many notes that I had to buy it. Im so thankful I did

because this was one of the best trips we've ever taken together, and we've done it all from skiing in

fancy resorts to far flung journeys abroad.In the author's introductory notes she says her goal is to

help families make memories together. The guide starts with points of interest within a 10 mile

distance of I-95 from Pennsylvania to Miami. I mapped out our journey months ago, making sure we

stopped every couple of hours and didn't try to drive too much in one day. The guide is very helpful

in terms of finding family friendly sites and attractions you wouldn't necessarily see in other

guidebooks, but most importantly none are taking you too far from the freeway. It also lists hotels

that are especially good for families and we had good luck with her recommendations. Because we

have kids, of course we also have to be flexible. If the kids fell asleep we simply kept driving

regardless and then whipped out the book when they got antsy and quickly located something

interesting to see at the nearest exit. The listings are organized by exit heading south, so it's a snap

looking up attractions just ahead when you need to pull over but don't want to stop at a boring rest

area or truck stop.We found such delightful gems on our journey as the:--Please Touch Museum in

Philly (a paradise of a kids museum with a mini Alice in Wonderland world)--the delightful

Jacksonville Zoo (and took her advice to feed the giraffes on the bridge--the kids really loved that!)--

ate at George Washington's old stomping grounds at Gadsby's Tavern (and the kids loved the old

time feel and savores "George's favorite"--roast duck with corn pudding)-- found the best key lime

pie at the Blonde Giraffe in the Keys, a family run joint--got in touch with our Swedish roots at the

Kalmar Nyckel Museum in Wilmington, Delaware. What fun to climb aboard the real ship that made

four round trip journeys between America and SwedenSure, you could find all this info on

TripAdvisor or other travel guides, but the way this is organized is invaluable for a family going on

any length journey along 95. You and your family will have great bonding time and many memories

that go beyond the cookie cutter, commercialized experiences constantly marketed towards us. I

only wish they would publish more guides, particularly for us road-tripping, side-tripping Yankees up



north!

Such a fantastic and thorough book! From Miami to Pennsylvania this gives great tips and tricks! I

never knew of many of the attractions in my own state of MD off I-95! Fantastic resource

Don't buy the Kindle version. It looks like a good book, but you can't read it on a Kindle because half

of the words are cut off.. I ended up ordering it on a different site in paperback.

This book stops in Pennsylvania going north. So, no coverage of NJ (technically I-295 for part), NY,

CT, etc. if you're hoping for direction in the tri-state area, this book won't help.
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